Q RY P T O N I T E
Adding value to loyalty

Blockchain-based
Loyalty Platform

Adding value to loyalty
Looking at the success-rate of today’s customer loyalty program-offerings, there is a lot of room
for significant improvement. The first and basically only question to be answered, is how you
really reward a customer for his or her loyalty?
We are on the verge of a revolutionary different approach of rewarding customer loyalty. Now
is the time to reward customers for their loyalty in an open and transparent way. It is time for
Qryptonite.

1.0 Our dream
Qryptonite is the first party to develop and operate a blockchain-based loyalty program which actually
adds value to loyalty. The Qryptonite Loyalty Platform rewards your loyal customers with pre-paid
cryptocurrency (Qryptonite) which can be redeemed at any time on the Qryptonite Loyalty Platform on
which participating companies offer their loyalty programs in shops.
Customers themselves decide when and where rewards are redeemed. In the ever-growing world of
cryptocurrency, chances are that value increases significantly. Everybody wins eventually, including
your loyal customer. If that’s not the real reward.

1.1 Current market for loyalty programs
Current loyalty programs in the Netherlands are dominated by two concepts:
1 Collecting credits which can be swapped online for products or services directly from the
offering party. A reward is mostly connected to a purchase. Airmiles is a good example.
2 Collecting credits which can be swapped for products. For example: Albert Heijn
customer programs.

1.2 Market analysis
Do you know the costs of your loyalty program? Every year? And more importantly; Is the reward you
pay for received as a reward by your loyal customer? If in fact more than 50% of all loyalty rewards is
never claimed, doesn’t it set you thinking…
Today’s customer loyalty program-offerings often lack openness: There is no direct reward for loyalty
anymore. Loyalty programs have become marketing tools. What is my loyalty really worth? is the most
basic question for any customer.
Most loyalty programs cost a lot of money and won’t do any good for the offering party, because they
lack focus. Loyal customers will start collecting credits, but an alarmingly high percentage drops out
and stops without being rewarded for their loyalty. If you look at your own collection of loyalty program
cards, you know the drill.
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Most loyalty programs are short term triggers for direct gratification without a real reward for
long-term loyalty. If there are any log-term loyalty programs, they almost without exception suffer
from the lack of direct and open rewards.
Loyalty programs cost a lot of money and are generally paid for by the loyal customers themselves.
Who is fooling who?

1.3 Mission & vision
Mission
Adding value to loyalty
Our mission is about realising a blockchain based loyalty program platform which generates a
continuous growth in value for end-users as well for organisations implementing the loyalty program
platform in their own customer value programs.
Vision
Most existing loyalty programs suffer from a lack of focus: originally meant to reward customers’
loyalty, they’ve become an under-achieving, costly, and not much appreciated way of bonding with
customers, for whom it is getting more and more difficult to collect rewards.
1 Increase of customer activity through easy access
By introducing the Qryptonite Loyalty Program (QLP), a customer will only have one access
point, with one wallet. No more collecting customer loyalty cards, apps and points from all
different organisations.
2 Increase of perceived loyalty reward by adding real value
We are able to let loyal customers as well as participating companies benefit from the
continuous growth of value and possibilities of the cryptocurrency market
3 Cost-effective Customer Value Program
With the introduction of the QLP platform and the Qryptonite as a token for a lot of
organisations, it will be much easier to truly reward the customer. Which is in fact 20 times
cheaper than convincing a non- customer to become one.

1.4 The solution: Qryptonite Loyalty Platform
Transparency and decentralization offer blockchain a whole new approach. One of these approaches
leads directly to customer loyalty. We believe in a future of successful loyalty programs based on
blockchain and cryptocurrency. A future in which customers are really rewarded for their loyalty, a
future with Qryptonite.
Qryptonite is the first to offer a blockchain-based loyalty program which actually adds value to loyalty
for the loyal customer as well as the organisation or company offering the loyalty program.
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Customers are rewarded with cryptocurrency Qryptonite (QTN). They themselves can decide to redeem
them for products or services. They also have the possibility to redeem their Qryptonite for other
cryptocurrencies or even cash.
Qryptonite combines short-term rewards with long-term ones; The customers decide what is the
perfect moment to redeem Qryptonites. Consumers win when the value of Qryptonite increases: then
can get more for their amount of Qryptonite. Organisations and companies wins back their investment
in loyalty, the moment a customer decides to redeem their Qryptonite in their own loyalty environment.
By presenting an attractive QTN loyalty environment, long term rewards are not really given away but
sold. The only investment for any organisation or company is the purchase of Qryptonite. The spending
of Qryptonites give them 3 options:
1 Sell Qryptonite directly; with any rise of value of QTN, the loyalty program will be less
expensive than calculated
2 Redistributing QTN; Without extra costs rewarding customers for their loyalty
3 Holding on QTN and waiting for a rise of value
This is what we offer:
The Qryptonite Loyalty platform is free to implement. Anyone can buy or sell Qryptonite at an
exchange. Bought coins can be given away. Qryptonite Loyalty Platform as a company offers a whitelabel platform, combined with distribution-tools, webshops and marketing. For early adopters (In ICO
phase) for free!
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1.5 Rock-solid finance
The Qryptonite Loyalty Platform concept is based on scarcity. In total, only 185.000.000 Qryptonite
will be available. The more people have access to QTN, the harder value will increase. Which loyalty
program is able to generate profit? By any increase of value of QTN, you will be able to make some very
nice decisions: are we going to take the profit on our loyalty program or are we going to expand our
loyalty program without any extra costs? And you are not the only winner: image customers with QTN
in their e-wallet who are genuinely rewarded with a higher value of QTN.
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Qryptonite & Qryptonite Loyalty Platform:
1
2
3
4
5

Only direct rewards
Saving system for indirect rewards
Reduction of costs by selling reward instead of giving them away
Scarcity of QTN; by using blockchain, the amount will never grow and the value is likely to rise
Customer involvement; By following the rates of QTN, there is an extra tie between customer
and company

By inviting customers to be part of a Qryptonite Loyalty Platform (QLP) you offer customers an extra
opportunity to be involved with your company. A QLP offers customers the possibility to collect, save or
sell coins (QTN). A QLP increases involvement by offering the opportunity to make more of the reward
your loyalty program offered.
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1.6 Target Group
Qryptonite Loyalty Platform (QLP) is a cost-effective loyalty program which ensures:
1 a crystal-clear overview of costs
2 measurability of success and loyalty
3 the opportunity for companies as well as customers to add value to loyalty

Geographics		

Launch: The Netherlands based companies

Demographics

Local businesses, internationals, B2C

Scope			

Looking for loyal customers and a way to reward them successfully

Psychographic

Innovating & trendsetting companies

1.7 Competition analysis
As earlier stated, blockchain offers fantastic opportunities when you are looking to develop a
better-working system for rewarding customer loyalty. Some initiatives develop and offer their own
cryptocurrency (Burger King) Other start-ups concentrate on rewarding employees (Softjourn) or
develop tailor made blockchain-based loyalty programs (Loyyal).
Qryptonite Loyalty Platform is the only platform on which the invested value flows back to the company
who gave it away initially. We aim for a long-term relation with any organisation or company which uses
the QLP, as well as they aim for a long-term relation with their customers.
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1.8 Coinmetrics

Team/advisors, 22%

ICO, 40%

Massive AirDrop
MAD, 10%

Bounty program, 10%

Minable, 18%

There is a limited number of Qryptonite, namely 185,000,000. More coins will never be ‘printed’.
This amount cannot be altered, which means that any increase of demands will automatically leads
towards an increase of value.
Qryptonite is aiming for not only a successful introduction of Qryptonite (QTN), but also for a
successful implementation of Qryptonite Loyalty Platform (QLP). Therefore, Qryptonite will continue
the search for partners after the ICO.
ICO
ICO price per QTN is set on $0,067. The hardcap of $5.000.000 will start the selling of 40% of premined coins
Minable
Qryptonite runs on its own blockchain. In order to operate, server-power is essential. By providing 18%
of QTN for mining activities, Qryptonite is able to run without extra costs. This way, Qryptonite is able
to focuss on establishing partnerships and further development of mobile and webwallets.
Bounty program
Big investments are rewarded with bonusses. 10% of QTN is reserved for bonusses
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Massive Airdrop
10% of QTN will be distributed in a massive airdrop. This airdrop will reach more than 200.000 people
and is the outcome of the first partnership of Qryptonite.

Reach members: 400.000
1.000.000 readers

180.000 subscribers

6.000

1.500

10.000 members

1.500

PR advertising 2.000.000

1.000

Extra sales 6000

Team/Advisors
22% of QTN is reserved for the team and advisors. These coins will be used to pay for all activities of
the team, advisors, and other parties.
1.9 ICO
The ICO has two parts: the pre-sale and the public sale. For pre-sale, advance orders are available.
Softcap is set on $1.000.000, hardcap is set on $5.000.000. There will be no public sale when the
hardcap is reached in pre-sale. Payments are only accepted in Ethereum.
Dates for ICO:
Pre-sale: August 14th till September 6th 2018
Public sale: September 7th till October 31th 2018
Revenues of the ICO zullen will be spend on:
15% Partnerships
15% PR&Marketing
50% platform development
20% security audits.
Bonusses pre-sale:
• >$250k: +45%
• >$100k: +35%
• >$50k: +27%
• >$10k: +23%
• <$10k: +20%
In case of not reaching Softcap, all payments will be repaid to investors. In case of not reaching hardcap
but reaching softcap, remaining QTN will be used for airdrops with new partners
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Roadmap & achievements
Q4 2017
		

• Building team ✓
• Concept ✓

Q1 2018
		

• First partner ✓
• Press release✓

Q2		
		
		

• Develop Blockchain ✓
• Develop Wallet ✓
• Whitepaper version ✓

Q3		
		
		
		
		

• Develop Airdrop tool ✓
• Grow Community
• Massive AirDrop
• Develop Qryptonite payment system
• ICO

Q4		
		
		
		

• ICO
• Develop Mobile wallet
• Salesteam extension
• Tradeable exchanges

Q1 2019
		

• 2 new partners (print media)
• Community expansion

Q2		

• 2 new partners (print media)

Q3		
		

• 2 new partners (print media)
• Develop Gamified environment

Q4		
		

• 2 new partners
• Alle customer can be reached by social media

Q1 2020
		

• 3 new partners
• Development Qryptonite debitcard

Q2 		
		

• First international partner
• 3 new partners

Q3		
		

• Qryptonite debitcard
• 3 new partners

Q4		
		

• 3 new partners
• Smart contracts in gamified
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Q1 2021
		

• Implementation in music industry
• 5 new partners

Q2		
		

• New partner in music industry
• 5 new partners

Q3		
		

• Music can be purchased Qryptonite coins
• 5 new partners

Q4		

• 5 new partners

Technical aspects
Qryptonite is built on a solid blockchain implementation: CryptoNote. This blockchain implementation
focuses on:
• Anonymity
• Equal mining opportunities for GPU-CPU and ASIC miner
• Predictable currency issue
In Appendix A we will discuss these underlying concepts in more detail. CryptoNote has the following
specifications:
• Algorithm: Crypto Night
• Block time is 120 seconds
• Retarget difficulty per block
• Block reward reduces each block according to the following formula:
• Base pay = (MSupply - A) / 218
• where MSupply = (264-1) atomic units and ‘A’ is the quantity of the coins already generated
• 1 coin is divisible by eight decimal places (divisible to 10 ^ 8)
• Total number of coins is 185 million
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Appendix A : Qryptonite Unlinkable payments
Once published, Classic Bitcoin addresses become an unambiguous identifier for incoming payments,
linking them together and tying to the recipient’s pseudonyms. If someone wants to receive an “untied”
transaction, he should convey his address to the sender by a private channel. If he wants to receive
different transactions which cannot be proven to belong to the same owner he should generate all the
different addresses and never publish them in his own pseudonym.

Qryptonite proposes a solution allowing a user to publish a single address
and receive unconditional unlinkable payments. The destination of each CryptoNote output (by default)
is a public key, derived from recipient’s address and sender’s random data. The main advantage against
Bitcoin is that every destination key is unique by default (unless the sender uses the same data for each
of his transactions to the same recipient). Hence, there is no such issue as “address reuse” by design
and no observer can determine if any transactions were sent to a specific address or link two addresses
together.

First, the sender performs a Diffie-Hellman exchange to get a shared secret from his data and half of
the recipient’s address. Then he computes a one-time destination key, using the shared secret and the
second half of the address. Two different ec-keys are required from the recipient for these two steps,
so a standard CryptoNote address is nearly twice as large as a Bitcoin wallet address. The receiver also
performs a Diffie-Hellman exchange to recover the corresponding secret key.
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Standard transaction sequence goes as follows:
1. 2. 3.
Alice wants to send a payment to Bob, who has published his standard address. She unpacks the
address s and gets Bob’s public key (A, B).
Alice generates a random r ∈ [1,l−1] and computes a one-time public key P = Hs (rA)G + B.
Alice uses P as a destination key for the output and also packs value R = rG (as a part of the
Diffie-Hellman exchange) somewhere into the transaction. Note that she can create other outputs with
unique public keys: different recipients’ keys (Ai , Bi) imply different Pi even with the same r.

1. Alice sends the transaction.
2. Bob checks every passing transaction with his private key (a, b), and computes P’ = Hs ( aR )G + B.
If Alice’s transaction for with Bob as the recipient was among them, then : aR = arg = rA en P’ = P.
3. Bob can recover the corresponding one-time private key: x = Hs ( aR ) + b, zoals P = xG. He can spend
this output at any time by signing a transaction with x.

Bronvermelding: Cryptonote.org
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proof of work
- Current implementations.
Bitcoins are mined mainly by CPU intensive processes
The original Bitcoin proof-of-work protocol uses the CPU-intensive pricing function SHA-256. It
mainly consists of basic logical operators and relies solely on the computational speed of a processor,
therefore is perfectly suitable for multicore/conveyer implementation. However, modern computers
are not limited by the number of operations per second alone, but also by memory size.
Hash functions based on memory have already been implemented many times, but all have their
limitations. (litecoin, bitcoin forks)
By now scrypt has already been applied in Litecoin [14] and some other Bitcoin forks. However, its
implementation is not really memory-bound: the ratio “memory access time / overall time” is not large
enough because each instance uses only 128 KB. This permits GPU miners to be roughly 10 times more
effective and continues to leave the possibility of creating relatively cheap but highly-efficient mining
devices.
The Qryptonite way
Qryptonite proposes a new memory-bound algorithm for the proof-of-work pricing function. It relies
on random access to a slow memory and emphasizes latency dependence. As opposed to scrypt every
new block (64 bytes in length) depends on all the previous blocks. As a result a hypothetical “memorysaver” should increase his calculation speed exponentially. Our algorithm requires about 2 Mb per
instance for the following reasons:
1. It fits in the L3 cache (per core) of modern processors, which should become mainstream in
a few years;
2. A megabyte of internal memory is an almost unacceptable size for a modern ASIC pipeline;
3. GPUs may run hundreds of concurrent instances, but they are limited in other ways;
- GDDR5 memory is slower than the CPU L3 cache and remarkable for its
bandwidth, not random access speed;
4. Significant expansion of the scratchpad would require an increase in iterations, which in turn
implies an overall time increase. “Heavy” calls in a trust-less p2p network may lead
to serious vulnerabilities, because nodes are obliged to check every new block’s proof-of-work.
If a node spends a considerable amount of time on each hash evaluation, it can be easily DDoSed by
a flood of fake objects with arbitrary work data (nonce values)
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